All relevant data are within the manuscript and its Supporting Information files ([S6 File](#pone.0219019.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"} contains both the raw and processed data we used to generate all the figures in the manuscript).

Introduction {#sec001}
============

Active learning strategies are broadly defined as activities that increase student engagement in learning processes \[[@pone.0219019.ref001],[@pone.0219019.ref002]\]. Recent efforts in undergraduate science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) education reform emphasize the need for documenting the degree to which these active learning strategies are used in undergraduate learning environments \[[@pone.0219019.ref003]--[@pone.0219019.ref005]\]. Yet, beyond comparative studies of how effective active-engagement instruction is in relation to traditional instruction (e.g., \[[@pone.0219019.ref006]\]), little is known about *how* the new changes promote undergraduate STEM learning \[[@pone.0219019.ref007]\]. One possibility is that active-engagement instruction increases the frequency of classroom interactions (e.g., whole, group-based, and one-on-one discussions), creating opportunities for pedagogically rich classroom discourse, including teachers' use of general conversational strategies and specific discourse practices that might improve student understanding of content knowledge \[[@pone.0219019.ref008], [@pone.0219019.ref009]\]. However, beyond noting increases in the frequencies of classroom interactions and behaviors via classroom observations \[[@pone.0219019.ref010]--[@pone.0219019.ref012]\], the nature of teacher-initiated discourse moves (TDMs) and how such practices are orchestrated remain understudied \[[@pone.0219019.ref003]\]. One reason for this is the lack of appropriate instruments that can measure the nature of TDMs in a valid and reliable manner. Therefore, we sought to develop and validate a new instrument, called the Classroom Discourse Observation Protocol (CDOP), to reliably quantify TDMs in undergraduate STEM learning environments.

Theoretical background {#sec002}
----------------------

### Teacher discourse moves (TDMs) {#sec003}

TDMs can be conceptualized as epistemic tools that can mediate classroom discussions \[[@pone.0219019.ref013]\]. With these discourse moves, the instructor engages students in the construction, justification, and evaluation of knowledge as opposed to simply providing factual knowledge \[[@pone.0219019.ref014], [@pone.0219019.ref015]\]. Similarly, Ohlsson \[[@pone.0219019.ref016]\] operationalized TDMs as actions which function to promote the creation and development of knowledge and understanding. Thus, TDMs can be thought off as mechanisms for promoting student thinking and generation of knowledge.

Extensive work has been done on TDMs in mainly primary and secondary STEM classrooms, especially mathematics \[[@pone.0219019.ref017]--[@pone.0219019.ref019]\]. These studies suggest that the Initiate-Response-Evaluate (IRE) discourse pattern, which focuses on fixed transmission of unchanged ideas and allows little opportunity for collaborative talk, remains the pedagogical default in STEM instruction (see reviews by \[[@pone.0219019.ref009],[@pone.0219019.ref020]\]). This is in contrast to more dialogical approaches, such as the Initiate-Response-Feedback (IRF) discourse pattern, which focuses on creating opportunities for dialogue with students by allowing different voices to be heard, generating collaborative discussions, and cumulatively building on students' ideas \[[@pone.0219019.ref021], [@pone.0219019.ref022]\]. Dialogical discourse approaches, such as IRF, are assumed to be the most effective in promoting student learning of scientific ideas \[[@pone.0219019.ref015], [@pone.0219019.ref023]\], and Duschl \[[@pone.0219019.ref014]\] specifically argues that instruction in science education should focus on engaging students in the "dialogic knowledge-building processes that are at the core of science" (p. 269).

The emphasis on dialogical discourse patterns that promote student engagement raises important questions, such as how to identify discourse practices and measure them in a valid and reliable manner. Additionally, in response to national efforts aimed at improving undergraduate STEM education, there has been an explosion of Student-Centered Active Learning Environment for Undergraduate Programs (SCALE-UP) or Active Learning Classrooms (ALCs) at many universities and colleges across the globe. ALCs are defined as learning spaces in which the learner is actively engaged and the spaces have been optimized for higher student interactions with their peers and the instructor \[[@pone.0219019.ref002]\]. In these new learning environments, there is an increased likelihood of dialogical discourse patterns happening; therefore, there is a need to both understand the nature of classroom interactions and to quantify the discourse patterns happening in undergraduate STEM learning environments.

Current tools for observing student-teacher interactions {#sec004}
--------------------------------------------------------

To date, most observational protocols used in undergraduate STEM learning environments focused on characterizing the active-engagement nature of classroom instruction \[[@pone.0219019.ref005], [@pone.0219019.ref010], [@pone.0219019.ref024], [@pone.0219019.ref025]\]. However, two approaches are commonly used to analyze TDMs. The first approach uses qualitative coding of teacher-student interactions in which observers must describe and thematically code the teaching observed in the episodes \[[@pone.0219019.ref026]--[@pone.0219019.ref029]\]. A problem with this approach is that they often rely on unstructured rubrics to codify the observed behaviors. The second approach relies on global ratings using Likert scale questions (e.g., \[[@pone.0219019.ref024]\]). The classroom observation protocols using Likert scale questions, such as the Reformed Teaching Observation Protocol (RTOP), are useful for giving us an overall view of classroom practices and capture coarse measures of classroom instruction, but are not designed to capture the dynamic nature of classroom discourse \[[@pone.0219019.ref024]\].

Recently, the education research community has developed a newer set of classroom observation protocols, such as the Teaching Dimensions Observation Protocol (TDOP) \[[@pone.0219019.ref005]\] and Classroom Observation Protocol for Undergraduate STEM (COPUS) \[[@pone.0219019.ref010]\], that can be used to describe instructor and student classroom behaviors. While COPUS and other extant protocols can measure the prevalence of engaged instruction in undergraduate STEM learning environments, they do not provide a way to measure TDMs. Thus, there is a need for an instrument that can reliably measure and analyze the nature of classroom discourse. Such instrument would be used in conjunction with tools, such as the RTOP, TDOP, and COPUS, to better capture the impact of instructional practices on student learning in undergraduate STEM learning environments.

Study objectives {#sec005}
----------------

The goal of this study was to develop an instrument, the CDOP, which can quantify TDMs from observational data in undergraduate STEM learning environments. Therefore, the two major objectives were to:

-   Objective 1: Identify a set of codes that capture commonly observed TDMs.

-   Objective 2: Develop a quantitative method based on a 2-minute time period that captures the occurrences and the dynamics of TDMs over the course of a class period.

Development of CDOP {#sec006}
===================

Study context {#sec007}
-------------

We evaluated thirteen faculty teaching mostly introductory undergraduate biology courses (majors and non-majors) in Active Learning Environments (ALEs) at a large Midwestern research-intensive institution in the United States. ALEs are defined as including the following three factors: 1) ALCs, which are defined as learning spaces in which the learner is actively engaged and the spaces have been optimized for higher student interactions with their peers and instructor \[[@pone.0219019.ref002]\]; 2) leadership (i.e. college dean and department head) that values active-engagement instruction and discourages exclusive use of traditional lectures; and 3) faculty training in evidence-based scientific teaching practices (e.g. Summer Institutes on Scientific Teaching). Twelve of the 13 faculty we studied taught in ALCs, while one faculty taught in a traditional lecture classroom with theater-like seating. [Table 1](#pone.0219019.t001){ref-type="table"} provides detailed characteristics of the faculty members and courses involved in this study. The study was approved by the Human Subjects Committee of the University of Minnesota's Institutional Review Board (Study Number: STUDY00000896).

10.1371/journal.pone.0219019.t001

###### Demographic characteristics of faculty members (*n* = 13)[^a^](#t001fn001){ref-type="table-fn"} and their courses (37 class sessions).

![](pone.0219019.t001){#pone.0219019.t001g}

  Characteristics                     *N*
  ----------------------------------- -----
  Years of faculty experience         
      0--5                            2
      5--10                           4
      \>10                            7
  Faculty appointment line            
      Tenured/Tenure track            6
      Teaching Assistant/Associate    7
  Classroom type                      
      Traditional lecture classroom   1
      Active learning classroom       12
  Number of instructors per course    
      1                               4
      2                               9
  Number of students per course       
      30--65                          1
      100--135                        10
      135--170                        1
      170--205                        1
  Student type                        
      Biology majors                  7
      Biology non-majors              6
  Class level                         
      1000--2000 (lower division)     11
      \>3000 (upper division)         2

^a^Total number of faculty is 13, but one faculty member is affiliated with all three departments and counted accordingly.

Classroom video recordings {#sec008}
--------------------------

We conducted classroom visits and video recordings using a Swivl™ C Series Robot with five remote markers (microphones) and an Apple iPad. The Swivl™ robot rotates to follow the marker worn by the instructor and captures audio as well as video. The other four markers are placed randomly on students' tables to record audio. We made classroom visits on a weekly or biweekly basis to ensure that we didn't observe any changes in the instructor's teaching practices over the course of the semester. To capture instructors' representative teaching practices, we video-recorded two or three class sessions for each instructor during the middle of the semester. Class sessions ranged from 50 to 115 minutes, and we avoided class sessions where the entire meeting time was dedicated to exams, student presentations, or special group project work for recordings, because these situations would limit the diversity of discourse moves used by the instructors. However, we included class sessions in which quizzes were given since these are a regular part of the weekly class sessions and only took 30--45 minutes of the class session (quizzes were often taken individually, discussed and completed again as a group for credit).

Classroom observation protocol for undergraduate STEM data collection {#sec009}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

We used COPUS \[[@pone.0219019.ref010]\] to characterize the classroom behaviors of our 13 instructors and their students, reaching a high average inter-rater reliability (IRR) between coder pairs (κ = 0.79). Based on these COPUS data, we selected one class session from each of the six instructors that had the highest average collapsed codes, instructor *guiding* and student *talking to class*, for verbatim transcription and development of our CDOP coding scheme. As described in Smith, Vinson \[[@pone.0219019.ref011]\], *guiding* is a collapsed COPUS instructor code that contains the following six individual codes: *listening to and answering student questions to entire class*, *asking clicker question*, *follow-up/feedback on clicker question or activity*, *moving through class guiding ongoing student work*, *posing non-clicker question to students*, and *one-on-one extended discussion with individual students*, while *student talking to class* is a collapsed COPUS student code that contains the following four individual codes: *student answering question posed by instructor*, *student asks question*, *students engaged in whole-class discussion*, and *students presenting to entire class*. We selected class sessions with a high prevalence of the COPUS collapsed codes *guiding* and *student talking to class* since they indicate class sessions where the instructor teaches using active learning strategies, creating more opportunities for classroom interactions that might lead to more opportunities for pedagogically rich classroom discourse.

CDOP coding scheme: Qualitative coding of class transcripts {#sec010}
-----------------------------------------------------------

A major goal of our study was to create a protocol for identifying and categorizing TDMs, and training coders to use this protocol. Our immediate goal was to find a coding scheme that would be both comprehensive and efficient but would also enable observers to reliably analyze instructor discourse moves. To this end, we developed the CDOP codes by identifying TDMs through an iterative process of deductive and inductive coding approaches ([Fig 1](#pone.0219019.g001){ref-type="fig"}). We started by using a comprehensive literature search to identify extant protocols for categorizing our target variable (TDMs) and a grounded theory approach \[[@pone.0219019.ref030]\] for identifying emergent codes from our own data. In all of our analyses, we selected episodes of classroom interactions (e.g., whole, group-based, and one-on-one discussions) that we divided into instructor and student dialogue turns as the primary source of data.

![Flowchart of qualitative coding of class transcripts to develop CDOP coding scheme.](pone.0219019.g001){#pone.0219019.g001}

### Literature-based codes {#sec011}

Several studies have examined instructional discourse moves in the context of secondary schools. For example, Pimentel and McNeill \[[@pone.0219019.ref031]\] investigated secondary school science teachers' approaches to discussion during the piloting of an urban ecology curriculum designed to support student participation in science discourse. They identified four categories of teacher moves to code classroom discourse: teacher elaboration, cutoff, probing, and toss back. Some of these moves were similarly identified by Michaels and O'Connor \[[@pone.0219019.ref022]\] who have extensively studied TDMs. Other researchers, such as Chin \[[@pone.0219019.ref032]\], focused on teachers' questioning and probes as a means to stimulate productive thinking. As shown in [Fig 1](#pone.0219019.g001){ref-type="fig"}, we adapted these extant coding schemes to describe the discourse behavior of our instructors. Overall, we used 23 peer-reviewed observational studies of TDMs from secondary or undergraduate STEM classrooms to categorize the discourse behavior of our observed instructors. [Table 2](#pone.0219019.t002){ref-type="table"} shows a list of codes, code sources, code descriptions, and example dialogues that our coding scheme adapted from previous work.

10.1371/journal.pone.0219019.t002

###### CDOP coding scheme.

![](pone.0219019.t002){#pone.0219019.t002g}

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **1. Teacher-centered: Instructor is talking about content**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
  **Codes**                                                                 **Code Source**[^**a**^](#t002fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                            **Code Description**                                                                                                                         **Example Dialogue**[^**b**^](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}
  **Evaluating**                                                            Hardman \[[@pone.0219019.ref033]\], Warfa, Roehrig \[[@pone.0219019.ref034]\], Rasmussen, Kwon \[[@pone.0219019.ref035]\], Sinclair and Coulthard \[[@pone.0219019.ref036]\], Mehan \[[@pone.0219019.ref037]\], Garton \[[@pone.0219019.ref038]\], Chin \[[@pone.0219019.ref032]\]   Instructor repeats, accepts and/or rejects student\'s response, or acknowledges that they don\'t know the answer to a student\'s question.   Student: Then you multiply those together and get the probability by dividing the number of fertilization events. **Instructor: Total fertilization events. Okay.**
  **Forecasting**                                                           Current study                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        Instructor associates current topics to future topic.                                                                                        **Instructor: You\'re going to do something in lab actually focused on human population and population growth.**
  **Linking**                                                               Current study                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        Instructor associates past topic to current topic.                                                                                           Student: You don\'t have a bigger potential as well because there\'s more connections, there\'s more access to the axon terminals? **Instructor: Well, remember, we had that summation of action potentials. We had an action potential and we had the nodes and it could split off.**
  **Real-worlding**                                                         Current study                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        Instructor relates ideas to conventional knowledge, broader perspective, and instructor's or student\'s personal experiences.                **Instructor: Successful genotypes-look around the room. Nothing but winner in this room, right? We have all made it to reproductive age.**
  **Sharing**                                                               Warfa, Roehrig \[[@pone.0219019.ref034]\], Krussel, Edwards \[[@pone.0219019.ref039]\], Pimentel and McNeill \[[@pone.0219019.ref031]\]                                                                                                                                              Instructor shares information, answers student question, or provides instructions for finding the solution.                                  **Instructor: Just think of, kind of, chromatid pairs, sister chromatid paired, it's a little easier to think of the numbers.**
  **2. Student-centered: Instructor asks students to talk about content**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
  **Codes**                                                                 **Code Source**[^**a**^](#t002fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                            **Code Description**                                                                                                                         **Example Dialogue**
  **Generative**                                                            Warfa, Roehrig \[[@pone.0219019.ref034]\], Lidar, Lundqvist \[[@pone.0219019.ref040]\], Criswell and Rushton \[[@pone.0219019.ref041]\], Chin \[[@pone.0219019.ref032]\]                                                                                                             Instructor asks student to recall facts, and basic concepts, or related information.                                                         **Instructor: Those come together in fertilization to make a zygote, right?** Student: Yes.
  **Checking-in**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                Instructor asks student if they have a question or need clarification.                                                                       **Instructor: Does that make sense?; Do you have any questions?; How\'s it going?; Are we good?**
  **Clarifying**                                                            Herbel-Eisenmann, Steele \[[@pone.0219019.ref019]\], O\'Connor, Michaels \[[@pone.0219019.ref023]\], MacDonald, Miller \[[@pone.0219019.ref042]\], Chin \[[@pone.0219019.ref032]\]                                                                                                   Instructor asks student to elaborate on condensed, cryptic, or inexplicit statement.                                                         **Instructor: Can you say more about that? What do you mean by that? Can you give an example?**
  **Connecting**                                                            Current study                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        Instructor asks student to associate past topic to current topic.                                                                            **Instructor: Costs of sex that haven\'t been mentioned plus what we\'ve been talking about for the last week.** Student: Is it overpopulation?
  **Contextualizing**                                                       Herbel-Eisenmann, Steele \[[@pone.0219019.ref019]\], Krussel, Edwards \[[@pone.0219019.ref039]\], Criswell and Rushton \[[@pone.0219019.ref041]\]                                                                                                                                    Instructor asks students to connect ideas to conventional knowledge, broader perspective, and their personal experiences.                    **Instructor: Anyone have an example that they really want to hear about/talk about (referring to student responses to finding analogies between cell processes and common household items)?**
  **Representing**                                                          Current study                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        Instructor asks student to create a visual or mathematical representation of content.                                                        **Instructor: Think about how you could draw that out, too.**
  **Constructing**                                                          Criswell and Rushton \[[@pone.0219019.ref041]\], NGSS Lead States \[[@pone.0219019.ref043]\]                                                                                                                                                                                         Instructor asks students to build knowledge by interpreting and/or making judgments based on evidence, data, and/or model.                   **Instructor: In your own words, what is your conclusion when you look at those data?**
  **Requesting**                                                            O\'Connor, Michaels \[[@pone.0219019.ref023]\], Rasmussen, Kwon \[[@pone.0219019.ref035]\], MacDonald, Miller \[[@pone.0219019.ref042]\]                                                                                                                                             Instructor asks student to justify or explain their reasoning.                                                                               **Instructor: I'm liking what I see but explain it to me** (referring to student whiteboard work calculating the number of fertilization events that produce a specific offspring).
  **Explaining**                                                            Current study                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        Instructor asks student to explain reasoning to other students.                                                                              **Instructor: Can you explain your work to everybody else at your table so that they can figure that out?**
  **Challenging**                                                           Michaels and O'Connor \[[@pone.0219019.ref022]\], O\'Connor, Michaels \[[@pone.0219019.ref023]\], O'Connor, Michaels \[[@pone.0219019.ref044]\]                                                                                                                                      Instructor asks student to evaluate another student\'s idea.                                                                                 **Instructor: Cost of sex?** Student: Pregnancy. **Instructor: I acknowledge that it\'s a good point, and why is there a problem with calling pregnancy a cost evolutionarily?**
  **3. Other**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
  **Codes**                                                                 **Code Source**[^**a**^](#t002fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                            **Code Description**                                                                                                                         
  **No content discourse**                                                  Seidel, Reggi \[[@pone.0219019.ref045]\]                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             Instructor is not talking or asking students to talk about content.                                                                          
  **Other**                                                                 Current study                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        TDM not described by these codes.                                                                                                            
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

^a^Sources of the deductive codes were 23 peer-reviewed, observation-based studies of TDMs from secondary or undergraduate STEM classrooms (see reference list). The inductive codes (current study) were those that emerged from our coding of class transcripts and videos using the Strauss and Corbin \[[@pone.0219019.ref030]\] grounded theory approach.

^b^The instructor portion of the dialogue associated with the CDOP code is shown in bold font. The student portion of the dialogue is shown for context.

### Emergent, inductive codes {#sec012}

When the extant codes in the literature did not capture a discourse behavior we observed, then we used an inductive approach to identify and categorize the target behaviors. That is, we used the grounded theory approach developed by Strauss and Corbin \[[@pone.0219019.ref030]\] to identify codes that were emergent from our coding of classroom transcripts and videos. This involved an iterative process of coding and recoding until we established a high inter-rater reliability (IRR) between coder pairs as described later in the paper.

Our coding scheme went through nine different versions of field-testing and feedback between all members of the research team and formed the basis of the CDOP coding scheme shown in [Table 2](#pone.0219019.t002){ref-type="table"}. In addition to the codes, the source of the codes, and the coding description, we showed dialogue examples drawn from our study that fit within each coding category in [Table 2](#pone.0219019.t002){ref-type="table"}.

CDOP coding matrix: Quantitative coding of audio class recordings {#sec013}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

We coded the six audio class recordings using the CDOP coding scheme ([Table 2](#pone.0219019.t002){ref-type="table"}) and the CDOP matrix ([Fig 2](#pone.0219019.g002){ref-type="fig"}). The CDOP matrix allowed observers to measure TDMs at 2-minute time periods, checking all TDM codes that occurred within a single 2-minute time period with one exception: *no content discourse* was only checked if no other TDM codes had been checked in that 2-minute time period (i.e., the instructor did not talk about content during that entire time period). If a TDM was observed, but no identified codes fit, then the observer chose *other* and described the new TDM in the notes section. In general, all code choices were clarified with comments in the notes section.

![An excerpt of the CDOP matrix.](pone.0219019.g002){#pone.0219019.g002}

After we completed the development work with the six top instructors, we further tested the CDOP coding scheme and matrix by including audio recordings of the remaining seven instructors in our study until we established high IRR between coder pairs. During this process of internal validation, we added two additional codes, *constructing* and *contextualizing*, to the CDOP coding scheme ([Table 2](#pone.0219019.t002){ref-type="table"}).

### Analyzing CDOP data {#sec014}

One of our main goals in developing the CDOP was to make a tool that could quantify TDMs of instructors teaching across all undergraduate STEM classrooms. Existing classroom observation protocols, such as COPUS, provide a descriptive tally of instructor behaviors (i.e., what an instructor is doing), but not the nature of their classroom discourse. The CDOP matrix data can be analyzed similarly to data obtained from the TDOP \[[@pone.0219019.ref005]\] and COPUS \[[@pone.0219019.ref010]\]. If a code is checked in a box, then it is replaced by the number *1*. If no code is checked in a box, then it is replaced by the number *0*. Then, these data can be used to identify how much time an instructor spends on different discourse moves over the course of a class period. To analyze the prevalence of different codes across class sessions, we added up how often each code was checked by the observer and then divided by the total number of codes similar to Smith, Jones \[[@pone.0219019.ref010]\]. For example, if an observer checks *sharing* 17 times out of a total of 35 codes in a class period, then the percentage of *sharing* happening in this class session would be 17/35, or 48.6% of the total codes.

We analyzed the COPUS and CDOP data for three instructors (A, B, and C) teaching in undergraduate STEM classrooms to show how the CDOP can be applied. In comparing the COPUS and CDOP results, our goal was to show how COPUS measures discourse behavior and CDOP measures student-instructor interactions, but not how the results of these instructors varied. First, we compared the COPUS instructor collapsed codes \[[@pone.0219019.ref011]\] to the CDOP collapsed codes of two instructors (A and B) teaching in ALEs. Second, we compared the COPUS instructor collapsed codes to the CDOP individual codes for an instructor (C) teaching in a non-ALC, and therefore, a limited ALE. However, interpretation of these results requires caution as we only analyzed these instructors to provide as a proof of concept. We plan to present a more in-depth analysis of how patterns of discourse behaviors vary across biology instructors teaching in undergraduate STEM classrooms in a future publication.

### Reliability and validity {#sec015}

We established reliability between coder pairs using the CDOP in a two-stage process: 1) the IRR between coder pairs doing qualitative coding of class transcripts (*n* = 6) and 2) the IRR between coder pairs doing quantitative coding of audio class recordings (*n* = 13). We calculated IRR scores among coder pairs by calculating Cohen's Kappa using the R package 'irr' \[[@pone.0219019.ref046]\]. Kappa scores in the range of 0.60--0.80 indicate substantial to high agreement according to Landis and Koch \[[@pone.0219019.ref047]\]. If Kappa scores were less than 0.60, then we conducted further training until all research members were using the codes in a similar manner, as indicated by Kappa scores in the range of 0.60--0.80.

In addition to establishing reliability for the CDOP, we conducted two commonly measured validity tests of new research instruments: face and content validity. Face validity is defined as reflecting the extent to which a measure reflects what it is intended to measure, while content validity measures how well an instrument assesses the construct of interest \[[@pone.0219019.ref048], [@pone.0219019.ref049]\]. In the context of the CDOP, face validity means examining whether a code adequately measures TDMs, whereas content validity means examining the clarity, operational definitions of the discourse moves, and overall structure of the CDOP. Both of these validity tests are commonly referred to as measures of internal validity. The most common way to establish internal validity is to ask a panel of experts to examine the instrument items and make judgements on whether they satisfy measures of face and content validity \[[@pone.0219019.ref050]\]. For this study, we asked a panel of experts with STEM disciplinary and education backgrounds (three PhDs and two PhD students at two research-intensive universities in the United States) to verify whether or not they thought that the CDOP measures TDMs and the degree to which the CDOP codes matched specifications of teacher discourse behaviors. More specifically, the panel received the CDOP coding scheme ([Table 2](#pone.0219019.t002){ref-type="table"}) and the CDOP matrix ([Fig 2](#pone.0219019.g002){ref-type="fig"}) and were asked to evaluate four things: (1) representativeness of the content domain; (2) clarity of the codes and overall structure of CDOP; (3) usefulness of the tool for measuring TDMs; and (4) comprehensiveness of the CDOP \[[@pone.0219019.ref050]\].

To make the internal validity assessment more concrete, we calculated a Content Validity Index (CVI) score \[[@pone.0219019.ref050], [@pone.0219019.ref051]\] as follows: 1) all the panelists were asked to rate items related to validity on a strongly agee---strongly disagree Likert scale \[1 = strongly disagree, 2 = neutral, 3 = strongly agree\]; 2) we computed an average CVI score by dividing the number of expert agreements in a given category by the number of panelists (*n* = 5). The result (shown as a proportion) indicates the degree to which the expert panel agrees with each other on the validity of the CDOP. Davis (51) and Rubio, Berg-Weger (50) recommended a CVI score of 0.80 as a cutoff for new tools.

Results {#sec016}
=======

The CDOP coding scheme {#sec017}
----------------------

The CDOP coding scheme consists of 17 codes: 15 TDM codes that we developed through an iterative process of inductive and deductive coding ([Fig 1](#pone.0219019.g001){ref-type="fig"}), one code for documenting new TDMs (*other*), and one code for documenting when no or non-content discourse is taking place (*no content discourse*) ([Table 2](#pone.0219019.t002){ref-type="table"}). We organized the coding scheme by how observers will code observations in undergraduate STEM classrooms and classified the codes broadly into teacher-centric and student-centric groups. The first five of the 15 TDM codes (*sharing*, *real-worlding*, *evaluating*, *linking*, and *forecasting*) are teacher-centric in that the dominant voice in the discourse belongs to an instructor mainly talking about content. For example, the code *sharing* connotes instructor discourse behavior in which an instructor shares content information with students, answers student questions, or provides instructions for finding a solution. Therefore, *sharing* involves telling, and ultimately, signifies direct instruction. Similarly, the code *evaluating* is teacher-centric in that it connotes instructor discourse behavior in which an instructor repeats, accepts and/or rejects a student\'s response, or acknowledges that they do not know the answer to a student\'s question ([Table 2](#pone.0219019.t002){ref-type="table"}). Thus, this code is used to describe the "E" in the commonly reported IRE discourse pattern \[[@pone.0219019.ref038]\], which occurs after a student responds to a question initiated by the instructor.

The rest of the 15 CDOP codes are student-centric in that these codes reflect TDMs in which an instructor asks students to talk about content. The 10 codes are: *generative*, *checking-in*, *clarifying*, *connecting*, *contextualizing*, *representing*, *constructing*, *requesting*, *explaining*, and *challenging* ([Table 2](#pone.0219019.t002){ref-type="table"}). For example, *generative* involves the instructor asking the student to recall facts and basic concepts or related information (e.g., \[[@pone.0219019.ref034]\]), *constructing* involves the instructor asking students to build knowledge by interpreting and/or making judgments based on evidence, data, and/or a model (e.g., \[[@pone.0219019.ref041]\]), and *requesting* involves an instructor asking students to justify or explain their reasoning \[[@pone.0219019.ref042]\]. The common denominator in all of these TDMs is that they involve students talking about the content ([Table 2](#pone.0219019.t002){ref-type="table"}).

Below are excerpts of instructor and student discourse to illustrate the CDOP coding scheme and show its utility for identifying aspects of classroom discourse.

### Instructor A: Sample excerpt containing teacher-centered and student-centered codes {#sec018}

In the excerpt below, CDOP codes are in parentheses and bold type. Students have been instructed to work in small groups on a worksheet that is introducing hematocrits (the ratio of the volume of red blood cells to the total volume of a blood).

1.  1.1 Instructor: How are you guys doing? (**Checking-in**)

2.  1.2 Student: Good. Well, I don't really know the steps.

3.  1.3 Instructor: Okay. Well you can look at them. So, what's happening in the first picture? (**Generative**)

4.  1.4 Student: Kind of just giving the blood draw.

5.  1.5 Instructor: He's just getting a blood draw. (**Evaluating**) Second picture? (**Generative**)

6.  1.6 Student: I didn't know if you wanted us to be more specific.

7.  1.7 Instructor: Yeah, it can just be that. So, first you get some sample taken, (**Sharing**) then what is the point of this step? (**Generative**)

8.  1.8 Student: Just to separate all parts of the blood.

9.  1.9 Instructor: Yeah, (**Evaluating**) we\'re just separating it based on weight and then basically, we\'re measuring how much of each part we have. (**Sharing**)

The dialogue shown in this excerpt above contains two teacher-centric codes, *evaluating*, and *sharing*, and two student-centric codes, *checking-in* and *generative*. *Checking-in* (line 1.1: "How are you guys doing?") is operationalized in the CDOP as a TDM in which an instructor asks students if they have questions or need a clarification ([Table 2](#pone.0219019.t002){ref-type="table"}). This was a routine move that we observed the instructors use during small group instruction. We consider this student-centric in the sense that the instructor asks students if they need help understanding content. The other student-centric TDM in this dialogue--*generative*--is shown in lines 1.3, 1.5, and 1.7. In line 1.3, the instructor asks, "So, what's happening in the first picture?" This forces students to talk about the content of the picture (line 1.4: "Kind of just giving the blood draw.") and relate or recall information about the content. Thus, as operationalized in the CDOP, the purpose of a *generative* move is to force students to recall facts, basic concepts, or related content information ([Table 2](#pone.0219019.t002){ref-type="table"}).

In contrast to the student-centric moves, teacher-centric TDMs in the CDOP focus on teacher acts. For instance, in lines 1.5 and 1.9, we see the instructor evaluating student responses either by repeating what the student said (line 1.5: "He's just getting a blood draw.") or with a simple agreement of yes (line 1.9: "Yeah."). In an *evaluating* move, such as shown in lines 1.5 and 1.9, an instructor repeats, accepts, or rejects student responses or simply acknowledges they do not know the answer to a students' question. This discourse move is as a means to assess student understanding of a concept or confirm the correctness of their response. For example, the simple utterance of "Yeah" in line 1.9 confirms the correctness of the student response in (line 1.8: "Just to separate all parts of the blood."). In this instance, we see the instructor followed the *evaluative* move in line 1.9 by sharing with the student information related to how that separation is achieved ("we\'re just separating it based on weight and then basically, we\'re measuring how much of each part we have."). We code all moves in which an instructor relays content information to students as *sharing*. *Real-worlding* is the other CDOP code that involves an instructor sharing content information; but it is differentiated from *sharing* since by using this move the instructor relates ideas to conventional knowledge, broader perspectives, and/or personal experiences ([Table 2](#pone.0219019.t002){ref-type="table"}).

### Instructor B: Sample excerpt containing mostly student-centered codes {#sec019}

In the excerpt below, the CDOP codes are in parentheses and bold type. Students have been instructed to open an online worksheet and work in small groups to create a logical/mathematical rule for determining the number of unique fertilization events that will produce a specific genotype in the offspring.

1.  2.1 Instructor: Explain to me what you did. (**Requesting**)

2.  2.2 Student 1: So, essentially, in each case, this is first column and for heterozygous possibilities. Essentially, we saw how many different combinations for the square genes we can get the right allele combination and how many times we can possibly get the right circle combination? Then you multiply those together and get the probability by dividing the number of fertilization events.

3.  2.3 Instructor: Total fertilization events. Okay. (**Evaluating**) And how did you do it for this one? (**Requesting**)

4.  2.4 Student 1: Well, this one is similar, except that there's only one possibility for each because in each case there's a homozygous which provides the same allele every time, and then there's only one---there's a possible combination to make a black, white and black, white, so there's one times one. There's only one out of four, and four's the number that we got---four's the number of fertilization events we got based on the fact that only two of these have two gene choices, and these are just one so to speak.

5.  2.5 Instructor: And which genotype were you looking for? Was it the double heterozygous? (**Clarifying**)

6.  2.6 Student 1: Yes, double heterozygous.

7.  2.7 Instructor: Okay. Good. (**Evaluating**) In both cases? (**Clarifying**)

8.  2.8 Student 1: This one, yes. Double heterozygous.

9.  2.9 Instructor: Okay. Do you agree (to Student 2)? Does that make sense? (**Challenging**)

This instructor used mostly student-centric CDOP codes, including *requesting* (lines 2.1 and 2.3), *clarifying* (lines 2.5 and 2.7), and *challenging* (line 2.9) along with one teacher-centric CDOP code (*evaluating*). In the first move of this excerpt, the instructor asks students to explain their reasoning (line 2.1, *requesting*) and a student responds by explaining how they calculated the number of fertilization events. Next, the instructor evaluates the student response (line 2.3: "Total fertilization events.") and confirms their reasoning with a simple "okay" and makes a second *requesting* move for another problem (line 2.3: "And how did you do for this one?"). In line 2.5, we see a *clarifying* move ("Which genotype were you looking for? Was it the double heterozygous?"), which is described in the CDOP as a move asking students to elaborate on condensed, cryptic, or inexplicit statement. The other student-centric CDOP code shown in line 2.9 is *challenging*. This TDM describes an instructor asking a student to evaluate another student's idea, which is exemplified when the instructor asks a second student in the small group, "Do you agree? Does that make sense?" *Challenging* represents a TDM where an instructor asks students to go to another level with their content knowledge by engaging with others' reasoning ([Table 2](#pone.0219019.t002){ref-type="table"}).

### Sample CDOP matrix data {#sec020}

The analysis conducted on the sample excerpts above relied on qualitative coding of classroom transcripts, highlighting the development process of the CDOP coding scheme. However, our major objective in developing the CDOP was to make the coding process more quantitative in nature while still providing a descriptive account of the TDMs. To do this we created the CDOP matrix, modelled after the matrix used for the COPUS classroom observation protocol \[[@pone.0219019.ref010]\], which allows an observer to document all TDMs occurring within each 2-minute period over the length of a class session ([Fig 2](#pone.0219019.g002){ref-type="fig"}). The codes are grouped into *teacher-centered*, *student-centered*, and *other* and are arranged to facilitate the live coding of a class session. We used the CDOP matrix to code one audio recording from a class session for each of the two instructors (A and B) described above in the sample excerpts. Next, we used this coding to quantify the TDMs used by each instructor during the 10-minute period surrounding their sample excerpt. The CDOP matrix of the class session with more *teacher-centered* TDMs indicated that Instructor A used two *teacher-centered* TDMs (*sharing* and *evaluating*) and two *student-centered* TDMs (*generative* and *checking-in*) over the 10-minute period ([Fig 3A](#pone.0219019.g003){ref-type="fig"}). However, *teacher-centered* TDMs were used twice as often (6x) as the *student-centered* TDM (3x). In contrast, the CDOP matrix of the class session with more *student-centered* TDMs showed that Instructor B used the same two *teacher-centered* TDMs (*sharing* and *evaluating*), but used more *student-centered* TDMs (*generative*, *checking-in*, *clarifying*, *representing*, *requesting*, and *challenging*) ([Fig 3B](#pone.0219019.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Additionally, *teacher-centered* TDMs were used ¼ as often (5x) as *student-centered* TDMs (15x). Thus, this preliminary analysis demonstrates that the CDOP matrix provides a structured mechanism for identifying what discourse in happening in a class and documenting the frequency of usage of particular TDMs. These two examples illustrate how the CDOP matrix can be utilized to determine the TDMs used by an instructor without spending time subjectively evaluating what type of a discourse that is happening in an undergraduate STEM classroom.

![Examples of CDOP matrices with mostly *teacher-centered* TDM codes (A) and mostly *student-centered* TDM codes (B).](pone.0219019.g003){#pone.0219019.g003}

Comparison of COPUS and CDOP results {#sec021}
------------------------------------

On average, both Instructors A and B spent about 60% of their class time *guiding* students in active learning tasks as measured by COPUS ([Fig 4A](#pone.0219019.g004){ref-type="fig"}), but they spent more time using *teacher-centered* discourse moves than *student-centered* and *no content discourse* ones as measured by CDOP ([Fig 4B](#pone.0219019.g004){ref-type="fig"}). When looking at the full class session surrounding the sample excerpts described above (i.e., Instructor A: observation 3, Instructor B: observation 2), Instructor A spent more time *guiding* students in active learning tasks ([Fig 4A](#pone.0219019.g004){ref-type="fig"}), but Instructor B used more *student-centered* and less *teacher-centered* discourse than instructor A ([Fig 4B](#pone.0219019.g004){ref-type="fig"}). These preliminary analyses indicate that the CDOP can distinguish differences in TDMs used by instructors, even in equivalently highly engaged classrooms as measured by COPUS.

![Comparison of COPUS and CDOP results between two instructors teaching in Active Learning Environments.](pone.0219019.g004){#pone.0219019.g004}

For one class session, Instructor C spent about 57% of their class session *presenting* information to students as measured by COPUS ([Fig 5A](#pone.0219019.g005){ref-type="fig"}). Also, this instructor used a total of 8 discourse moves as measured by the CDOP, with information *sharing* being the most frequent (43%) followed by *generative* (22%), *evaluating* (18%,) *no content discourse* (6%*)*, *checking-in* (4%), and *forecasting* (4%), and *linking* (1%), 1% *real-worlding* (1%), and *clarifying* (1%) ([Fig 5B](#pone.0219019.g005){ref-type="fig"}). Five out of eight of these CDOP codes are teacher-centric and describe activities that often happen during traditional lectures (i.e., activities that are mainly proxy for content delivery). These results suggest that the CDOP can measure TDMs used by instructors than are mostly lecturing (i.e., spending most of their class *presenting* information as measured by COPUS) in addition to those that are mostly using active learning strategies (i.e., spending most of their class *guiding* students learning as measured by COPUS). See Tables A and B in [S6 File](#pone.0219019.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for COPUS and CDOP data and results.

![Sample CDOP results of an instructor teaching in a traditional lecture classroom.](pone.0219019.g005){#pone.0219019.g005}

Reliability and validity {#sec022}
------------------------

We used a two-stage process to establish IRR of the CDOP. First, we qualitatively examined the TDM coding of class transcripts (*n* = 6). Cohen's kappa scores between coder pairs ranged from 0.51 to 0.78, with an average kappa score of 0.64 among all coders (CI: 0.51--0.71, SE: 0.067; [S1 File](#pone.0219019.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), suggesting substantial agreement among the coders according to Landis and Koch \[[@pone.0219019.ref047]\]. Second, we quantitatively coded audio class recordings using the CDOP matrix (*n* = 13). We first used the CDOP matrix to measure the discourse behavior of the six highest-active engagement instructors in our sample as determined by COPUS analysis. Using this subset of our overall data, the kappa scores between coder pairs ranged from 0.69 to 0.86, with an average kappa score of 0.80 (CI: 0.73--0.87, SE: 0.0364; [S1 File](#pone.0219019.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Once we were satisfied with the outcome of this analysis, we extended our CDOP analysis to include the remaining recordings (*n* = 7). Using CDOP, we reached high average IRR between coder pairs for all 13 instructors (κ = 0.75; CI: 0.68--0.82, SE: 0.036; [S1 File](#pone.0219019.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The mean kappa values we obtained when using CDOP to code class audio recordings indicate substantial to excellent agreement.

We established face and content validity of CDOP through expert panel evaluation of the instrument. On a 3-point Likert scale of agree to disagree, the panelists strongly agreed that CDOP adequately measures TDMs. The average CVI was 0.90 ([S2 File](#pone.0219019.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), which is higher than the recommended cutoff of 0.80 for new measures \[[@pone.0219019.ref051]\], suggesting there was excellent expert agreement on the validity of CDOP as an instrument that can measure TDMs. Some of the panelists provided feedback that improved the operational definitions of the codes as well as helped cluster the codes which increased the functional utility of the instrument. These recommendations were incorporated into the final version of the instrument reported here.

Discussion {#sec023}
==========

Active-engagement instruction transforms the nature of student-teacher interactions, forcing instructors to constantly adjust their teaching practices to facilitate ensuing classroom discourse \[[@pone.0219019.ref009], [@pone.0219019.ref033]\]. Dialogical teaching plays a critical role in promoting an active, collaborative and cognitively-engaging learning experience for all students \[[@pone.0219019.ref021]\]. Therefore, we developed and validated a new instrument, CDOP, which can reliably quantify TDMs from observational data in undergraduate STEM learning environments. The CDOP coding scheme is made up of a total of 17 codes: 15 codes that capture TDMs and two more codes that can be used to either identify *other* or *no content discourse* moves. These codes identify aspects of classroom discourse and provide descriptive accounts of teacher discourse behaviors. Given the descriptive nature of the CDOP coding scheme, there is no a priori threshold or external criteria for determining an acceptable number of discursive moves. Rather, the aim of the CDOP is to provide a fine-grained detail of what TDMs are occurring in the observed classroom at the moment of observation. Therefore, the development of tools, such as CDOP, are essential for developing a nuanced understanding of how instructors facilitate student learning when the learning environment results in increased incidences of student-teacher interactions.

Quantifying TDMs from observational data {#sec024}
----------------------------------------

The CDOP coding scheme identifies TDMs from classroom observational data ([Table 2](#pone.0219019.t002){ref-type="table"}), while the CDOP matrix allows for efficient recording of TDMs in 2-minute time periods over the course of a class session ([Fig 1](#pone.0219019.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Additionally, the CDOP matrix permits tabulating the frequencies at which specific TDMs occur and making inferences about the quality of teacher's discourse behaviors. For instance, if an instructor uses only a few CDOP codes, including the teacher-centric CDOP codes *sharing* and *evaluating* and the student-centric CDOP code *generative*, then that would suggest that the instructor is mostly using the IRE discourse pattern. However, if an instructor uses TDMs that exhibit a diversity of CDOP codes, especially student-centric ones like *explaining* or *challenging*, then there is evidence that the instructor is engaging in dialogical discourse approaches, such as the IRF discourse pattern, in their classroom.

This type of information can be used to improve how faculty orchestrate classroom discussions, especially during small group interactions. Our preliminary findings suggest that while two instructors might both highly interact with their students, one might use more *teacher-centered* TDMs than the other ([Fig 4](#pone.0219019.g004){ref-type="fig"}). While we have not directly tested if the more *student-centered* TDMs are more efficacious in supporting student learning gains, previous studies provide strong evidence that instructional strategies engaging students in constructive and interactive tasks are more effective than simply "being active" (e.g., \[[@pone.0219019.ref001]\]).

The CDOP was intentionally designed so that an observer can simply document the TDMs occurring without making holistic judgements about the instructional strategies employed by the observer. Specifically, the data collected using the CDOP matrix can be used to inform classroom instructional practices without evaluating or passing judgment on the instructional strategies that are used by the instructor (i.e., small group learning, whole class discussions, interactive lecturing, inquiry-based activities, etc.). Within this instrument, the focus becomes how an instructor orchestrates classroom discourse and documenting its various forms will empower faculty to become more aware of their own teaching practices.

Consistent with the communicative approach proposed by Mortimer and Scott \[[@pone.0219019.ref052]\], we note that the CDOP codes capture a spectrum of discourse behaviors as follows: 1) *sharing*, *real-worlding*, *linking* and *forecasting* indicate authoritative or instructor-driven, non-interactive discourse behavior. When making these moves, the only voice present in the discourse is that of the instructor. These codes are mostly likely to be observed in classrooms characterized by didactic lecturing; 2) *evaluating*, *generative*, and *checking-in* are similarly instructor-driven, but involve the instructor interacting with their students. These codes capture discourse behaviors in which an instructor engages students in conversation, but does not necessarily provide feedback and are most likely observed in classrooms characterized by what Stains, Harshman \[[@pone.0219019.ref012]\] call *interactive lectures*; and 3) *constructing*, *connecting*, *contextualizing*, *representing*, *clarifying*, *requesting*, *explaining*, and *challenging* all involve students talking and instructors providing feedback, and therefore, indicate dialogic discourse. These codes refer to situations in which the instructor not only asks students to talk about content, but that there's some indication that the instructor listens and responds to the student talk. As such, these eight codes are most likely observed in classrooms characterized by moderate to high active engagement instruction. In general, to ensure appropriate use of CDOP, we recommend that all new observers obtain appropriate training of instrument before using it.

CDOP observer training guide {#sec025}
----------------------------

We had high agreement (Cohen's κ = 0.80) across multiple coder pairs, suggesting that with appropriate training new observers can use the CDOP in a similar manner. To this end, we have developed an observer training guide that allows observers to reliability characterize TDMs in undergraduate STEM learning environments. The guide contains the CDOP coding scheme ([S3 File](#pone.0219019.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), CDOP matrix ([S4 File](#pone.0219019.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), instruction, timing, and tips for observer training and optional video resources ([S5 File](#pone.0219019.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Limitations and future directions {#sec026}
---------------------------------

Although we demonstrated internal validity of the CDOP through face and content validity, a limitation of our study is the lack of external validity, which is the degree to which the CDOP results from our sample classrooms can be generalized to other undergraduate STEM classrooms \[[@pone.0219019.ref053]\]. We are currently preparing a subsequent paper that will contain the CDOP results of additional instructors across multiple institutions teaching in undergraduate STEM classrooms across the United States for external validation. However, additional research groups should further validate the tool for use in other contexts.

Additionally, CDOP does not measure student discourse moves (SDMs) or the specific conversational strategies used by students to develop their content knowledge. In future studies, it would be interesting to analyze the types of SDMs used in response to TDMs in undergraduate STEM learning environments. Moreover, the Differentiated Overt Learning Activities (DOLA) framework proposed by Chi and Wylie \[[@pone.0219019.ref001]\] can be used to detect the degree in which the various TDMs invoke different levels of student cognitive engagement. Therefore, we plan to use the DOLA framework to categorize TDMs and determine what levels of cognitive engagement they reveal among the students.

One particular limitation of the CDOP is that it only focuses on the performative aspects of teaching--i.e., how instructors interact with students and responds to them "in the moment"--but it does not examine the design elements of teaching--i.e., how instructors create the learning environment, choose content and activities, etc. Given the complexity of classroom teaching and the focus of the CDOP on the specific conversational strategies used by instructors to foster the development of ideas in the classroom, it may be important to pair it with other classroom observational protocols, such as RTOP or COPUS, to get an holistic understanding of what is happening in a classroom. For example, if one's interest is understanding the amount of time they spent on mainly lecture, using interactive lecturing, or utilize cooperative learning approaches, then COPUS would be a better tool to capture those classroom behaviors. The goal of CDOP is to characterize mainly the communicative approaches happening in the classroom and the student-teacher interactions regardless of the nature of the learning environment (traditional or active learning). Additionally, while an instructor may be interacting with a given student or group, other students or groups may be engaged in student-student discourse, necessitating the use of CDOP with other tools to measure student discourse in order to develop a more holistic picture.

Finally, the goal of understanding classroom discourse is to examine how different instructional strategies effect student learning outcomes. Thus, future research should examine the relationship between various TDMs in undergraduate STEM learning environments and student learning outcomes as measured by pre-posttest tools. For example, the research question could be: Is there a differential impact of various TDMs on student learning gains?

Conclusions {#sec027}
===========

The present study reported the development and validity analysis of an instrument, the Classroom Discourse Observation Protocol (CDOP), which reliably quantifies teacher discourse moves (TDMs) in undergraduate STEM learning environments. TDMs are essential features of classroom learning, particularly in active learning environments that increase the incidences of student-teacher interactions. The CDOP coding scheme and the CDOP matrix described in the paper allow observers to capture, on a 2-minute interval basis, the frequency of TDMs occurring over the course of a class period. We found high inter-rater reliability among multiple coders when using the CDOP (Cohen's Kappa values of 0.75 and 0.80). We also found preliminarily that the CDOP is able to detect subtle differences among instructors who are otherwise using similar active learning strategies. Thus, the development of CDOP profiles makes it possible to explore how different faculty orchestrate classroom discourse. This suggests CDOP can be used as a professional development tool to explore instructional practices that are the most effective when teaching in undergraduate STEM learning environments.
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